GET ALL UP IN
YOUR GRILL!
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NEW FOR 2019
Our web portal allows for registered
users to quickly and easily place orders
for their retail stores!
Visit companion-group.com and click
the “retail buyer portal’’ at the top of
the home page for easy access.
Don’t have an account?
Contact sales to gain access:
Sales@companion-group.com

Look For THESE Icons
next to our products
video available

patent

dishwasher safe

California-Prop 65
(for product or packaging)

replacement brush head available

W

hen it comes to barbecue, every griller benefits from a diverse tool set. More and more often, consumers are looking
to add tools to their arsenal that help them create fresh, interesting, and exciting new foods on the grill. Not only does
Charcoal Companion® bring the most revolutionary barbecue accessories to market, we align with, and help set, trends in the
world of barbecue. At Charcoal Companion® we're proud to showcase our time-tested barbecue tools and accessories, new
breakthrough products, and unmatched trend research that will change the way you think about barbecue.
This year, we’re thrilled about our revamped PizzaQue® line, which now features everything grillers need to get an authentic,
wood-fired pizza fresh off the grill.
Throughout this catalog is just a taste of what we have to offer. Our products are the result of sharing ideas and connecting
with our customers. Please do not hesitate to contact us by phone or email, with any questions, suggestions, or comments.
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HOT & COLD
SMOKING
TREND
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MEATLESS SMOKED FOODS
• cheesecake • olive oil • chocolate • tofu •
• fruits • vegetables • ice cream • nuts •
• herbs • beverages • soups •

SMOKING TOOLS ALLOW GRILLERS TO GET THE
IMPACTFUL FLAVORS THEY CRAVE, WITHOUT
THE EXPENSE AND HASSLE OF A TRADITIONAL
SMOKER. CHARCOAL COMPANION CARRIES A
BREADTH OF SMOKING PRODUCTS FOR EVERY
GRILL AND EVERY SKILL LEVEL. WITH OUR
GROUNDBREAKING KITCHENQUE™, CONSUMERS
CAN EVEN SMOKE FOODS INDOORS!
CHECK OUT OUR SMOKING RELATED PRODUCTS
		
Wood chips, planks, and smoker boxes: Pg 28-33
		
KitchenQue™ Indoor Smoker: Pg 10-11

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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EDIBLE BACKYARD GARDENING IS BACK, AND IT'S
DELICIOUS!
CONSUMERS ARE PLACING MORE IMPORTANCE
ON KNOWING WHERE THEIR FOOD COMES
FROM, AND GROWING SOME OF IT THEMSELVES.
EQUIP THEM WITH THE TOOLS THEY NEED TO
GRILL UP THEIR HOMEGROWN CREATIONS.
CHECK OUT OUR GARDEN TO GRILL RELATED PRODUCTS
		
Prep it Up: Pg 34
		
Woks, Griddles, & Grids Pg 52

2 018/ 2 019 b b q tre nd s
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GET TING THE MAXIMUM OUT OF A GRILL
CAN BE ACHIEVED WITH LIT TLE PLANNING
AND SOME GREAT GRILL-TOP COOKWARE.
SMALL CUTS OF MEAT AND VEGGIES CAN BE
COOKED RIGHT ALONGSIDE FULL STEAKS
WITH A MESH BAG OR FLAME-FRIENDLY ®
CERAMIC.
CHECK OUT OUR GRILL MANAGEMENT RELATED PRODUCTS
		
All Grill Toppers: Pg 38-55
		Flame-Friendly® Products Pg 38-41
		
Flex Grill Sheets™ Pg 42-43

2 018/2 019 b b q tre nd s
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GRILL TECHNOLOGY HAS IMPROVED IMMENSELY
OVER THE YEARS, SO WHY CARRY THE SAME
OUT-DATED WIRE GRILL BRUSHES? OUR SAFE
SCRUB ™ AND SAFE SCRAPE ™ GRILL BRUSHES ARE
MORE EFFECTIVE, AND SAFER TO USE. DON’T
WORRY IF YOU CHOW DOWN ON A BRISTLE OR
TWO FROM ONE OF OUR SAFE-SCRUB ™ BRUSHES.
THEY ARE DESIGNED TO BE SAFE FOR YOU, YOUR
GRILL, AND FANS OF YOUR FOOD. YOUR GRILL
HAS NEVER LOOKED SO CLEAN!
CHECK OUT OUR SAFE GRILL CLEANING RELATED PRODUCTS
		Grill Care Pg 76-81
		Safe-Scrub™ Products Pg 77-78
		Safe-Scrape & Scrub™ Products Pg 81

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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Smoke Food
Indoors!

There's no substitute for the

complex and distinct flavors you can
achieve by smoking your food, but
using a traditional smoker requires a
lot of space and money. There wasn't
a quick, convenient way to smoke
foods indoors...until now!
Master foods like brisket, ribs,
chicken, seafood, or even appetizers
like stuffed mushrooms and smoky
hummus, all from the comfort of your
kitchen. Explore new tastes and
make smoking a tradition in your
home – not just outside it.
10

Stainless steel handles
High heat silicone grips

Coated steel body

Includes integrated
thermometer to
monitor smoking
temperature

dishwasher safe

video available

Drip tray opening allows for refilling
InstaSmoke® Super-Fine Smoking Wood

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Turn the burner on medium flame.
Place InstaSmoke™ in the base

Place drip pan and grate in the
smoker. For wet smoking, add water

Keep food covered
while cooking

Add more InstaSmoke™
as needed

Includes one 9 cu in (147 ml) tube - Hickory
Refills of Hickory, Mesquite, Cherry,
and Apple sold separately, see page 25

The KitchenQue Stovetop Smoker gives you the
™

opportunity to smoke food indoors as you would on
your grill or in a conventional smoker. Compatible with
most stovetops, the smoker reaches 400°F (204°C) to
smoke and cook food at the same time, or if you prefer,
cook your food separately and place it in the smoker for
a finishing touch. The KitchenQue™ is easy to set up and
most parts are dishwasher safe.

• Smoke brisket, ribs, fish, chicken and
veggies in your kitchen
• Compatible with most stovetops including
NG/Propane, Electric, and Induction
• Reaches 400°F (204°C) for simultaneous
smoking and cooking
• Drip tray opening allows for refilling with
InstaSmoke® after smoking starts

KitchenQue™ Stovetop Smoker

KitchenQue™ Stovetop Smoker Recipe Book

CC4132 - case / 1
13.5 in. x 9.5 in. by 12.5 in.
Packaging - color box

Free download with consumer purchase

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com

2 018 to p p ic k s
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CCSYNC: TECH-ENABLED
OUTDOOR COOKING
®

™

Stay connected to your grill – and ensure perfectly-

cooked meats every time! The Q-TECH™ Bluetooth® Meat
Thermometer is the smart way to monitor your food as
it cooks on the grill. Download the free Q-TECH™ app
and pair your phone with the thermometer. The app
will alert you to the temperature of your food and when
it's done! With customizable timers and temperature
ranges along with 11 presets for beef, pork, poultry, and
more you can perfect your grilled creations!
Use the free Q-TECH app to pair the thermometer
with your smartphone via Bluetooth®
Monitors the internal temperature of your food
and alerts you when it’s done
Compatible with Android and Apple products

Q-Tech app presets
ensure perfectly
cooked meats,
everytime!
12

dishwasher safe

Q-Tech™ Bluetooth® Meat Thermometer
CC4130 - case / 4
Overall dimensions 3.35 in. x 7.7 in.
Packaging - color box
video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

EVERYTHING ELSE IS SMART,
WHY NOT YOUR GRILL?

Get amped up for your next cookout! The SoundBeam

™

Grill Light with Bluetooth® Speaker is both a grill light and
a speaker for your tunes! Position the SoundBeam™ using
its attached clamp to shine an adjustable, bright beam of
light on your grilltop, giving you visibility for better grilling.
The SoundBeam™ can also be connected to your phone
via Bluetooth® to play your favorite songs, music stored
on a micro SD card, or anything connected with an AUX
cable. The SoundBeam™ pairs with Apple and Android
phones, and will even allow you to accept or decline
incoming calls when connected to your phone!

Pairs with your Bluetooth® enabled devices
Directs a bright beam of light on your grill
top or wherever you need to see
Can play music from your phone, a
storage card, or other AUX-output device

SoundBeam™ Grill Light with
Bluetooth® Speaker
CC5166 - case / 4
Overall dimensions 6.1 in. x 5.3 in.
Packaging - peggable box
for more photos and info go to companion-group.com

2 018 to p p ic k s
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A

F I R E- BA K ED F O R
A U T H E N T IC
F L AV O R
Pi zzaQ ue ®

A

P i zz a O u td o o r s

• Authentic, wood-fired taste!
• Harness the high heat of the grill to
emulate a traditional pizza oven

A - Perfect Pizza™ Grilling Stone — CC1800
This stone withstands and maximizes the intense heat of
your grill's direct flame. Steady, even heat allows for easy
cooking of pizzas that might otherwise be challenging,
such as heavily topped pizzas. This two-piece, interlocking
stone seals air inside its hollow center which circulates
and disperses heat more evenly to the stone's surface.
The result is an evenly heated stone free of problematic
hot spots or a completely overheated stone, which
burns crusts before the toppings are adequately cooked.
The Perfect Pizza Grilling Stone produces a perfectly
cooked crust, every time. Stones require no seasoning or
conditioning. Stone also works well in the oven.
14 in diameter.

B

C

B - Pizza Grilling Kit for Kettle Grills — CC1804
Replicate a traditional wood-burning pizza oven using
your charcoal grill! The PizzaQue® Pizza Grilling Kit for
Kettle Grills converts your grill into the perfect pizza oven
in just minutes. The kit is fast and easy to install, and
will allow your grill to reach cooking temperatures up to
900ºF. The pizza stone within the kit absorbs and evenly
distributes heat, eliminating hot spots. Your pizzas will
cook quickly, evenly, and with that great smoky, authentic
flavor. Includes a folding aluminum pizza peel to easily
transport pizzas to and from your grill.

C - Set of 4 Square Pizza Stones— CC1802
Perfect for the flexibility you want on the grill, this set
comes with 4 stones for making mini pizzas, or put them
together to make a full sized pie.
Each square stone is 7.5 in.

D

D - Cast Iron Pizza Pan — CC1805
Cast iron is a staple for pizza-making and this pan is
the perfect size for making a pizza on the grill. Cast iron
enables more heat transfer, perfect for crispier crusts.
14.4 in diameter

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com

pizza o n the g rill
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P IZ Z A ON THE G R I LL P RO D U CT DE TAILS

NEW

NEW

NEW

Easy Serve Pizza Stone

ThermaBond® Perfect Pizza Grilling Stone

ThermaBond® Square Pizza Stone Set

CC1801 - case / 4
16 in x 15 in x 1.5 in. Stone is 0.4 in thick
Packaging - box

CC1800 - case / 2
14 in diameter, 0.75 in tall when interlocked
Patent Pending
Packaging - box

CC1802 - case / 3 sets
Each stone is 0.3 in thick
Packaging - box

NEW

NEW

NEW

Pizza Grilling Pan

Rolling Pizza Cutter

Pizza Stone Brush

CC1805 - case / 2
14 in diameter
Packaging - sleeve

CC1808 - case / 6
4 in x 10.25 in
Packaging - card

CC1807 - case / 6
21 in x 1.75 in overall dimensions (w/out ring)
Packaging - hangtag

NEW

NEW

NEW

Flex Grill Sheets™ Set

Perforated Grilling Pan with Handle

Pizza Peel - Folding

CC1810 - Set of 2 / case / 6
13 in diameter
Packaging - pegging box

CC3060 - case / 6
12.75 in diameter
Packaging - card

CC1806 - case / 4
12 in x 23.3 when open
Packaging - card
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pizza on the grill

dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

L ET Y OUR GR I LL
DO TH E DEL IVERY!

Pizza Grilling Kit for Gas Grills
Harness the high heat of your gas grill to cook pizza
outdoors! This pizza stone and steel hood set will
transform your gas grill into a pizza-making machine.
The ThermaBond® stone absorbs and radiates heat to
grill a crispy, evenly-cooked crust. The steel hood traps
and reflects heat down onto the top of your pie so that
your toppings are done at the same time as your crust.
Ventilation holes in the hood allow moisture to escape
so pizzas are never soggy. This kit includes a folding
pizza peel with comfort grip handle, making it a breeze
to transport pizzas to the grill and to retrieve them when
they're finished cooking.
CC1803 - case / 2
14.25 in x 13.86 in x 3.54 in
Packaging - box

Pizza Grilling Kit for Kettle Grills
Replicate a traditional wood-burning pizza oven using
your charcoal grill! The PizzaQue® Pizza Grilling Kit
for Kettle Grills converts your grill into the perfect
pizza oven in just minutes. The kit allows your grill to
reach cooking temperatures up to 900°F (482°C). The
ThermaBond® stone within the kit absorbs and evenly
distributes heat, eliminating hot spots. Your pizzas
will cook quickly, evenly, and with that great smoky,
authentic flavor. Includes a f olding aluminum pizza peel
to easily transport pizzas to and f rom your grill.
CC1804 - case / 1
Fits 18.5 in and 22.5 in kettle grills
Patents Pending
Packaging - box

NEW FLEX DOOR NOW INCLUDED!
• Ensures faster preheat
• Helps maintain even cooking temperatures

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com

pizza o n the g rill
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A

A M E R IC A N
C L A S S IC S
bbq c l as s i c s

U pd a t e o n th e Cl a ssi cs

B

C

D

E

• Put new twists on American classics
• Make a true grilled cheese
• Spiralize your hot dogs for an added
grilled flavor
• Stuff a burger with cheese or other
toppings for a gourmet experience
A - Dizzy Dog® - Hot Dog Spiral Cutter — CC2032
The hot dog is a classic that’s been personalized over
the years. With a range of cooking methods and endless
topping options, put your own twist on your next hot dog
and start a new tradition. The Charcoal Companion®
Dizzy Dog® spiralizes your hot dog, making room for all
the toppings you want and maximizing crispness and
caramelization. Throw your dog on the grill and watch it
sizzle like never before!

B - Diner-Style Serving Baskets & Basket Liners
— CC2018, CC2019

These classic diner style serving baskets are the perfect
serving vessel for your backyard barbecue. Pair them with
the wax coated basket liner papers for an easy, mess-free
way to serve dinner.
Baskets: 9.48 in. x 6.22 in. x 1.81 in.
Basket Liners: 12 in. square

C - Non-Stick Grilled Cheese Basket — CC3132
This wide Non-Stick Grilled Cheese Basket can hold two
sandwiches at once. Its flat, perforated steel panels adjust
to your sandwich’s height, while simultaneously pressing it
for easier eating. Flipping your sandwiches is as foolproof
as turning the basket over, and the non-stick coating
makes for fast cleanup. 11 in. x 15.5 in.

D - Stuff-A-Burger® Press — CC5119
The inventive Stuff-A-Burger® Press creates delicious
stuffed burgers with tender and tasty toppings on the
inside. Press holds an impressive ¾ pounds of ground
meat. Durable plastic. 5.25 in. x 4.75 in.

F

E - Corn Holders
Add some pop to your corn on the cob with fun and quirky
holders.
Beer Corn Holders.................................................CC5155
Popcorn Corn Holders ..........................................CC5156

F - Porcelain Coated Grilled Cheese Press — CC5140
Make sure your grilled cheese sandwiches are thoroughly
and evenly cooked! This porcelain-coated grilled cheese
press holds your sandwich in constant contact with the
hot grill or griddle. 11 in. x 5.25 in.

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com

bbq c la s s ic s
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AMER I CAN CLA SSI C S P RO D U CT D E TAILS

Dog Corn Holders

Cow Corn Holders

Pig Corn Holders

CC5009 - case / 12
Poly resin
4 sets
Packaging - pegging clear box

CC5007 - case / 12
Poly resin
4 sets
Packaging - pegging clear box

CC5008 - case / 12
Poly resin
4 sets
Packaging - pegging clear box

“Mini Corn” Corn Holders

Popcorn Corn Holders

Beer Can Corn Holders

CC5038 - case / 12
Poly resin
4 sets
Packaging - pegging blister card

CC5156 - case / 12
Poly resin
4 sets
Packaging - pegging clear box

CC5155 - case / 12
Poly resin
4 sets
Packaging - pegging clear box

Nylon Food Tents
Case / 12
Square Small / 17 in.......................................... CC2015
Square Large / 22.5 in...................................... CC2023
Rectangle Table-Size / 24 in. x 46 in................CC2024
Packaging - pegging window box

20

b b q cl a s s i cs

dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

3-in-1 Burger Press Products

Set - case / 6 - packaging - pegging sleeve............................................................................. CC5171
Book only - case / 12 - packaging - bulk..................................................................................CC3919
Press only - case / 6 - packaging - pegging sleeve................................................................ CC5153

Over 20 pages of burger recipes!
6 in. x 8 in. (book), 3 in. x 1 in. (small press)
3 in. x 1 in. (small ring)
4 in. x 0.8 in. (large press), 4 in. x 1.6 in. (large ring)

CC2019
CC2018

CC2029

Barbecue Serving
Basket Liner Papers Set / 24 / packaging - pegging header card, bag / case 24......................CC2018
Diner Serving Basket Set / 6 / packaging - sleeve / case 12.........................................................CC2019
Barbecue Serving Set / packaging - sleeve / case 6 .......................................................................CC2029
Set of 6 baskets, 6 liners
Set of 2 bottles, 8 ounces
Only baskets are dishwasher safe

Classic Diner Condiment Bottle Set

Double Hamburger Press

Non-Stick Deluxe Mini-Burger Set

Non-Stick Hamburger Grilling Basket

CC5043 - case / 12
Packaging - pegging sleeve

CC3072 - case / 6
Patent # D609,525
Non-stick basket, 8.5 in. x 18 in., 3 patty press,
bun cutter. Only burger press is dishwasher safe
Packaging - sleeve

CC3086 - case / 6
10.25 in. x 21.5 in.
Packaging - sleeve

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com

CC2000 - case / 12
Set of 3, 14 ounces
Packaging - shrink wrap, tray

bbq c la s s ic s
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AMER I CAN CLA SSI C S P RO D U CT D E TAILS

a twist on American

CLASSICS
Stuff-A-Burger® Products
5.3 in. x 4.7 in. (press)
10 in. x 1.9 in. ( basket)
6 in. x 8 in. (book)
Over 44 pages of burger recipes!

Non-Stick Grilled Cheese Basket
CC3132 - case / 6
11 in. x 15.5 in.
Hardwood handle
Packaging - sleeve

22

b b q cl a s s i cs

Stuff-A-Burger® Press / case 12 / packaging - pegging sleeve ....................................................CC5119
Stuff-A-Burger® Basket & Press Set / case 6 / packaging - sleeve.....................................................CC3518
Stuff-A-Burger® Recipe Book / case 12 / packaging - bulk.................................................................CC3913
Stuff-A-Burger® Recipe Book & Press Set / case 6 / packaging - sleeve.............................................CC3914

Grilled Cheese Basket / case 6 / packaging - sleeve........................................................................CC3132
Grilled Cheese Basket & Recipe Book Set / case 6 / packaging - standing sleeve .......................CC3137
Over 54 pages of grilled cheese recipes!

dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Non-Stick French Fry Cone

Cast Aluminum Grilled Cheese Iron

Porcelain Grilled Cheese Press

CC2025 - case / 12
Packaging - hang tag

CC3135 - case / 4
5 in. x 16.5 in.
Hardwood handle
Packaging - sleeve

CC5140 - case / 4
11 in. x 5 in.x 2.75 in.
Packaging - sleeve


Dizzy Dog® - Hot Dog Spiral Cutter
The hot dog is a classic that’s been personalized
over the years with a range of cooking methods
and toppings as diverse as chili, onions, sauerkraut,
ketchup and mustard. Put your own twist on your next
hot dog and start a new tradition.
The Charcoal Companion® Dizzy Dog® spiralizes your
hot dog, making room for all the toppings you want
and maximizes crispness and caramelization. To use,
simply place the hot dog inside the Dizzy Dog® and spin
the wheel. The blade inside the wheel slices into your
dog at just the right angle and spacing. Throw your
dog on the grill and watch it sizzle like never before!
CC2032 - case / 6
Packaging - pegging sleeve

DIRECTIONS:

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Place the hot dog inside
the Dizzy Dog®

Spin the wheel forward, the
blades inside slice the hot dog

Twist back to easily
release your hot dog

Remove hot dog, and
you are ready to grill

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com

bbq c la s s ic s
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A

H IM A L AYA N
S ALT
smoke, fla vor & prep
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B

B et te r T h a n Ta b l e S a l t

• Food prepared on salt plates take

on subtle mineral flavor
• Our line features new salt shapes
and accessories to make any meal
gourmet
A - Himalayan Salt Bowl — CC6693
The Salt Bowl is full of trace minerals that will add a new
depth of flavor to your food whether it is served hot or cold.
The bowl will add a beautiful and elegant look to your
dinner table.

B - Salt Mortar & Pestle — CC6539
Crush, grind, and mix spices or pastes with this Himalayan
Salt Mortar and Pestle set! You can use this mortar and
pestle as you would any other to prepare seasonings or
condiments for your meals – but this 100% salt set will also
add subtle salt flavor to your food. Use the mortar chilled
as a serving bowl for salsa, aioli or guacamole; use hot for
queso, caramel dip, or chocolate fondue.

C

D

E

F

C - Salt Cone — CC6068
This cone and holder set harnesses the cooking power of
solid salt: by preheating your cone and then placing your
chicken over it, the heat retained by the cone will help to
cook your chicken, all while imparting a subtle, salty flavor.

D - Salt Plate - Rectangular — CC6036
Our largest plate; works well for searing vegetables or
proteins. Two may be used to cook a chicken in between for
a fantastic alternative to “chicken under a brick.”

E - Himalayan Salt Plate Scrubber Brush — CC4108
Keep your Himalayan Salt Plate in prime condition for
grilling and serving with the Salt Plate Scrubber Brush.
The hand-held scrubber has nylon bristles to gently clean
the surface of the salt plate, and a stainless steel blade to
remove baked-on food bits or glaze.

F - Salt Plate Press with Silicone Band — CC5158
Get a handle on your Himalayan Salt Plate and make it
easy to maneuver! This Salt Plate Press wraps around a
plate of solid Himalayan salt (sold separately), giving you a
firm hold as you use it to press proteins on the grill.

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com

smoke, fla vo r & p re p
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HIMA LAYAN S ALT P RO D U CT D E TA I LS
salt plate fits holder

Himalayan Salt Plate
- Set of 4 Small Squares
CC6059 - case / 2
5 in. x 5 in. x 1.5 in. / Set of 4
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve

Porcelain-Coated Salt Plate Holder - 10 in.
CC3528 - case / 6
10 in. x 10 in. - Holds Set of 4 - 5 in. x 5 in.
Porcelain-coated
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve

Himalayan Salt Chunks with
Stainless Steel Grater
CC6056 - case / 4
Salt chunks, 24 ounces
Packaging - clear container

salt plate fits holder

Himalayan Salt Plate - Rectangular

Porcelain-Coated Salt Plate Holder - 12 in.

Himalayan Salt Plate & Holder Set

CC6036 - case / 2
12 in. x 8 in. x 1.5 in.
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve

CC3526 - case / 6
12 in. x 8 in.
Porcelain-coated
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve

CC6064 - case / 2
12 in. x 8 in. x 1.5 in
Only holder is dishwasher safe
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve

salt plates fit holder

Himalayan Salt Plate - Square

Himalayan Salt Plate - Square with Indents

Porcelain-Coated Salt Plate Holder - 8 in.

CC6058 - case / 2
8 in. x 8 in. x 1.5 in.
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve

CC6067 - case / 2
8 in. x 8 in. x 1.5 in.
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve

CC3531 - case / 6
8 in. x 8 in.
Porcelain-coated
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve

26

s m oke , f l a vo r & p rep

dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Salt Plate Press with Silicone Band

Salt Plate Scrubber Brush

Salt Plate Storage & Carrier Tote

Salt plate sold separately
CC5158 - case / 6
For use with 8 in. x 12 in. x 1.5 in. salt plate
8.75 in. x 9 in. x 4.75 in.
Packaging - hang tag

CC4108 - case / 6
Nylon bristles, Stainless steel blade
3.2 in. x 3.7 in. x 2.2 in.
Packaging - pegging card

CC5151 - case / 6
Holds up to 8 in. x 12 in. plate
Packaging - sleeve

Himalayan Salt Cone with Holder

Himalayan Salt Chillers - Set of 10

Himalayan Salt Cubes & Skewers Kabob Set

Patent pending
CC6068 - case / 4
Salt Cone - 2.5 in. x 5.75 in.
Holder - 5 in. diameter
Packaging - color box

CC6075 - case / 4
Salt Cubes - 1.4 in. x 1.4 in.
Packaging - color box

CC6069 - case / 6
Salt - 1.7 in. x 1.7 in.
Skewers - 11.8 in. length
Packaging - pegging window box

NEW

NEW

Himalayan Salt Plate, Holder & Book and Set

Himalayan Salt Bowl

Himalayan Salt Mortar & Pestle

Set - case / 2
packaging - kraft box, sleeve...................... CC7167
Book only - case / 12
packaging - bulk.......................................... CC6057

CC6693 - case / 2
8 in. diameter
Packaging - kraft box, sleeve

CC6539 - case / 4
Mortar measures 1.73 in. x 1.73 in. x 3.54 in.
Pestle measures 4.09 in. x 4.09 in. x 3.35 in.
Packaging - color box

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com

smoke, fla vo r & p re p
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A

SMO KE R S, PL A N K S,
CH I PS & P E L L E T S
smoke, fla vor, & prep

B

L et 's S m o ke !

• Get delicious smoky flavor, even

from your gas grill
• Great variety of flavors and styles:
wood chips, pellets, planks,
and more!
• Fantastic tools to make the most of
every grill style
A - Smoking Wood Planks— CC6044, CC6045
Grilling on all natural wood planks infuses food with the
subtle flavor of the smoked wood and helps food retain
moisture for tender results every time. Our planks pair
wonderfully with pork, salmon, trout, shellfish and even
cheeses or poultry. Works best with indirect grilling.
Available in Alder, Cedar, Hickory & Maple.
11.75 in. x 5.25 in.

D

C

B - Cast Iron Smoker / Humidifier — CC4107
This dual smoker & humidifier can accommodate liquids
and wood chips or pellets for delicious, succulent foods!
The even heat of the cast iron heats the liquid in its
reservoir, creating steam that permeates the food on the
grill. The open perforated platform holds your wood chips
or pellets and allows for easy refills.
6 in. x 4 in. x 2 in.

C - 3-Tier Plank Rack with Cedar Planks — CC6072
With this 3-tier plank rack, you’ll be able to cook multiple
dishes at once, saving space on your grill while adding
flavor! Cook up to three planks full of food on your grill,
adding moisture and flavor for tender results every time.
This rack also makes for an impressive presentation when
used to serve at the table.

D - Cast Iron Gas Grill V-Smoker Box — CC4133
Add flavor and moisture to your foods as you grill; simply
fill the box with pre-soaked wood chips or pellets and get
grilling! Smoke and moisture vapor will emerge from the
lid's perforations and make your food flavorful and tender.
This V-Shaped Smoker Box fits between flame deflector
bars on gas grills, positioning smoke right beneath grill
grates for the most intense flavor. The box also works as
a traditional smoker box sitting directly on grates. The
durable cast iron construction is ideal for repeated uses.
7.1 in. x 4.2 in. x 2.4 in. Wood chips sold separately.

E

E - Rectangular Smoker Box with Lid — CC3021
Gas grills are considered by many to be the most
convenient way to grill, but unfortunately this usually
means giving up great smoky flavor. This stainless steel
smoker box allows you to add back that wonderful flavor!
As the grill heats up, your pre-soaked wood chips begin to
smolder and smoke, releasing moisture and flavor into the
cooking environment.
8.86 in. x 3.62 in.

Adds humidity to grill to improve smoke flavor!

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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S MO KERS , PLA N K S, C HI P S & P E L L E T S PROD U C T D E TAILS

CC6021

Smoking Wood Planks
Case / 12 (CC6021 case / 6)
11.75 in. x 5.25 in.
Packaging - sleeve

Cedar.......................................................CC6044
Hickory.....................................................CC6045
Cedar (Set / 3).........................................CC6021

V-Shaped Gas Grill
Smoker Boxes
Case / 6
Patent # D585,702 / 8,997,639
Packaging - box

3-Tier Plank Rack with Cedar Planks

Stainless Steel Plank Saver Tray

CC6072 - case / 4
12 in. x 6 in. x 2 in. (closed)
6 in. x 10 in. 10.25 in. (open)
Packaging - box

CC6037 - case / 6
12 in. x 5.75 in.
Packaging - sleeve
Plank not included
Makes plank last twice as long

Cast Iron Smoker / Humidifier

Grill Plank Recipe Book

CC4107 - case / 4
6 in. x 4 in. x 2 in.
Packaging - pegging box

CC6070 - case / 12
Packaging - bulk
Over 15 recipes!
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dishwasher safe

Non-Stick
Short / 6 in. x 4.25 in. .........................CC4056
Long / 13.75 in. x 4.25 in. ....................CC4057
Stainless Steel
Long / 13.75 in. x 4.25 in. ....................CC4066

Non-Stick V-Shaped Gas Grill Smoker Box
with Wood Chips Set
CC9412 - mixed case / 6
Patent # D585,702 / 8,997,639
6 in. x 4.25 in., 36 cu. wood chips
Packaging - pegging window box

Rectangular Smoker Box with Lid
Wood chips sold separately

CC3021 - case / 6
Stainless Steel, 8.75 in. x 3.5 in.
Packaging - box

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

SlowSmoke™ For Hot & Cold Smoking

Cast Iron Gas Grill V-Smoker Box

CC4140 - case / 6
10 in. x 3 in. x 2 in.
Packaging - sleeve

CC4133 - case / 6.
Patent # D585,702 / 8,997,639
7 in. x 4 in.
Packaging - box

Stainless Steel Rounded Smoker Box
Our Rounded Smoker Box allows you to use even more
wood chips -- and add even more flavor -- with even
more ease! Imbue your foods with flavor and moisture
as you grill; simply fill the box with pre-soaked wood
chips, place on your grill grate, and get cooking! The
smoke and moisture vapor will emerge from the top's
perforations and make your food flavorful and tender.
The box's rounded top allows for even more chips,
while the handled sliding drawer makes refills easy.
CC4150 - case / 6
11.75 in. x 3.25 in. x 2.25 in.
Packaging - box
Wood chips sold separately

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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Smoke in a Cup™
CC6030 - counter display case / 1
CC9397 - 3 pack sampler case / 12
9 cu. in. each cup / recyclable
Packaging - sleeve

Smokehouse-Style Wood Pellets™
Case / 6
48 cu. in.
Packaging - window box

Smoke in a Cup™ produces a lot of smoke from a little cup. Portable, disposable, and recyclable aluminum cup
with fine wood particles lights fast and smokes quickly. Perfect for food with shorter cooking times. Great for
both gas and charcoal grills.
Hickory / Mesquite / Apple / Cherry (Contains display and 6 units of each flavor)................................. CC6030
Hickory / Mesquite / Apple (Peggable 3-pack sampler)............................................................................. CC9397

Hickory............................................................................................................................................................ CC6047
Maple.............................................................................................................................................................. CC6048
Oak ................................................................................................................................................................. CC6049
Cherry............................................................................................................................................................. CC6050
Set of 3 - Hickory / Maple / Oak.................................................................................................................... CC6051

Case / 12
144 cu. in.
Packaging - window box

Maple / 144 cu. in........................................................................................................................................... CC6000
Cherry / 144 cu. in.......................................................................................................................................... CC6001
Apple / 144 cu. in. .......................................................................................................................................... CC6002
Set of 3 - Sampler / 48 cu. in. each .............................................................................................................. CC6010
Maple/Cherry/Apple

32
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Gourmet Wood Chips
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video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

CC6024

CC6023

CC6019

CC6018

CC6029

CC6011 (Set)

Mesquite & Hickory Wood Chips & Chunks
Chunk / packaging - window bag
Chips / packaging - box
Set of 2 Sampler / packaging - box w/ shrink wrap
Set of 3 Sampler / packaging - card & sleeve

Mesquite Chunks / 1.5 cu. ft. / approx 6 lbs. / case 6.................................................................................. CC6024
Hickory Chunks / 1.5 cu. ft. / approx 6 lbs. / case 6..................................................................................... CC6023
Mesquite Chips / 144 cu. in. / case 12 .......................................................................................................... .CC6019
Hickory Chips / 144 cu. in. / case 12.............................................................................................................. .CC6018
Set of 2 Sampler Chips (Hickory / Mesquite) / 48 cu. in. each / case 12.................................................... ..CC6011
Set of 3 Sampler Chips (Hickory / Mesquite / Apple) / 28 cu. in. each / case 6........................................ CC6029

Brandy & Porto Spirited Oak Wood Chips

InstaSmoke® Tubes - for use with KitchenQue™, see page 12

Case / 6
88.5 cu. in. / Approximately 1 lb.
Packaging - window bag
Brandy / 88.5 cu. in.........................................................................CC6060
Porto / 88.5 cu. in.............................................................................CC6061

Case / 12
Hickory / 4.5 in. x 2.5 in ..................................................................... CC6076
Mesquite / 4.5 in. x 2.5 in .................................................................. CC6077
Apple / 4.5 in. x 2.5 in.........................................................................CC6078
Cherry / 4.5 in. x 2.5 in ...................................................................... CC6079

Wood Chip Blends

Wood Chip Blends Sampler Set

Case / 12
Beef & Lamb / 130 cu. in..................................................................... CC6014
Poultry / 130 cu. in. ............................................................................. CC6015
Seafood / 130 cu. in. ........................................................................... CC6016
Packaging - box

CC6017 - case / 12
Each 48 cu. in.
Set of 3 - Beef & Lamb / Poultry / Seafood
Packaging - box

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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PR E P IT UP
smoke, fla vor & prep
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B

Prep L i ke a Pro

• Creative ways to prepare foods with
a new kick
• Designed to make your grilling time
easy and efficient
• Tools to enhance fire-grilled flavor
A - Silicone Head Basting Bottle — CC5048
13.75 fl. oz. plastic bottle with silicone bristles. Includes
storage cap. Brush bristles are heat-safe up to 550°F
(288°C).

B - Blossoming Onion Rack — CC5149
Now you can enjoy the famous ‘Bloomin’ Onion’ in the
comforts of your own backyard! The three-piece set
includes an onion corer, slicing guide, and a grilling rack.
Grill your onion to perfection and enjoy with your favorite
healthy or indulgent dipping sauce. 3 sauce recipes
included.

C

C - Hasselback Potato Slicing Rack Set — CC2031
Baked or grilled Hasselback potatoes are a crispier, more
flavorful alternative to baked potatoes. Potatoes are cut into
thin slices partway through the potato so that the slices are
held together. Hasselback potatoes cook faster and can also
be loaded with your favorite baked potato toppings.

D - Cast Iron Sauce Pot & Silicone Brush Set — CC5099
Pre-seasoned, 1.5 cup capacity cast iron pot with handle is
just the right size for melting butter, warming glazes, and
keeping marinades hot. The pot handle serves as a brush
rest. The silicone brush head is heat-safe up to
550˚ F (288˚ C).

D

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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S A U CE IT UP P RO D U C T D E TA I L S

STEP 1: PLACE

STEP 2: GUIDE

Hasselback Potato Slicing Rack Set

STEP 3: CUT

CC2031 - case / 6
5.5 in. x 3.75 in. x 4 in.
Patent #D823,048
Packaging - pegging box

STEP 4: COOK

Silicone Head Basting Bottle

Hardwood & Silicone Basting Brush

Sauce Mop

CC5048 - case / 6
13.75 fl. oz. capacity
Brush bristles heat resistant up to 550°F (288°C)
Packaging - pegging card

CC1041 - case / 12
15.25 in.
Heat resistant up to 550°F (288°C)
Only removable silicone head is dishwasher safe
Packaging - hang tag

CC5019 - case / 12
17 in.
Hardwood handle & cotton mop head
Packaging - hang tag

Cast Iron Sauce Pot & Silicone Brush Set
CC5099 - case / 4
1.5 cup capacity
Silicone bristles heat resistant up to 550°F (288°C)
Only silicone brush is dishwasher safe
Packaging - sleeve, hang tag
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dishwasher safe

Non-Stick Sauce Pot & Silicone Basting
Brush Set
CC5049 - case / 6 / 2 cup capacity
Silicone bristles heat resistant up to 550°F (288°C)
Only silicone brush is dishwasher safe
Packaging - sleeve, hang tag
video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

STEP 1: CORE

STEP 2: SLICE

Blossoming Onion Rack Set

STEP 3: GRILL

CC5149 - case / 6
The 3-piece set includes an onion corer,
slicing guide, and a grilling rack.
Packaging - box

STEP 4: SERVE

Grill Station®
The Grill Station® includes four essential pieces in the
set to keep raw and cooked food separate while grilling.
One large tray is clearly marked RAW while the other is
marked COOKED to eliminate confusion and crosscontamination. Lid fits both food trays. The tool caddy
tray hooks to the food tray edge for use, and fits inside
tray for compact storage.
Ridges on the inside of the food trays allow for liquids to
flow freely for even marinating. Tray contents and date
can be labeled with a dry-erase pen for convenience.
CC5094 - case / 4
16.75 in. x 11 in. x 2.5 in.
Packaging - pegging sleeve


MARINATE

SERVE

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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C E R A M IC
G R IL LWA R E
gril l t opper s
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B

C era mi c s fo r t h e G r i l l

• Flame-Friendly

ceramics are
designed for the high heat of
the grill
• Dishwasher safe
• Lighter than cast-iron
• Non-stick glazed finish
®

A - Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Casserole Pan — CC3812
Your favorite baked meals are ready to make their
backyard debut! The Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Casserole
Pan conducts high, evenly-distributed heat to cook your
food, whether it's a traditional lasagna, a green bean
casserole, or even a pizza casserole. Sturdy handles make
it easy to transfer the pan from grill to table.

B - Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Grilling Grid — CC3800

C

D

Grill and smoke food items without losing them through
the grill grate. Thermal shock resistant ceramic with black
matte glaze. 16.5 in. x 10 in.

C - Flame-Friendly® Bacon Bowl Rack — CC3811
Use this bacon bowl to make delicious edible cups that
you can fill with whatever you like! Make fun breakfasts,
sides, or snacks with a savory layer of bacon! The
attractive nonstick glazed finish is also scratch-resistant,
so your rack will look good through many meals.

D - Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Baker Set — CC3802
Bake mini mac & cheeses, fruit crisps, or cheese dips on
the grill with these individually sized bakers. Thermal
shock resistant ceramic with scratch-resistant glaze.
4.75 in. x 4.75 in.

E - Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Round Grill Pan — CC3810
Sear meats and veggies with fewer flare-ups! This grill
pan’s raised ridges separate food from grease while
keeping it contained, all while creating those highly
desired sear marks! 14.5 in. x 12.25 in.

E

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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C ER A M IC G R ILLWAR E P RO D U CT DE TAILS

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Baker Set

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Wok

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Bean Pot with Lid

CC3802 - case / 4
Set of 2
4.75 in. x 4.75 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve

CC3803 - case / 4
9.75 in. x 7.75 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve

CC3805 - case / 4
2 cup capacity
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - hang tag

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Grilling Grid

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Griddle

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Grilling Pan

CC3800 - case / 2
16.5 in. x 10 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve

CC3801 - case / 3
10.5 in. x 10.5 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve

CC3804 - case / 4
13 in. x 8.5 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Smoker Box

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Chicken Roaster

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Seafood Rack

CC3806 - case / 4
6 in. x 4.5 in. x 1.25 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - window box

CC3807 - case / 4
7.5 in. x 9.25 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - box
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dishwasher safe

video available

CC3808 - case / 3
13.5 in. x 8.75 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Plancha

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Casserole Pan

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Round Grill Pan

CC3813 - case / 4
14.1 in. x 9.2 in. x 2.5 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - box

CC3812 - case / 4
14.8 in. x 2.2 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - box

CC3810 - case / 3
14.5 in. x 12.25 in. x 1 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - sleeve

NEW
Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Rib Rack

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Skillet

CC3809 - case / 4
9.06 in. x 5.71 in. x 3.94 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - window box

CC3815 - case / 4
10.75 in. x 8.75 in. x 2.25 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - card

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Bacon Bowl Rack
Use this rack to make delicious e dible cups
that you can fill with whatever you like! Make
fun breakfasts, sides, or snacks with a savory
layer of bacon!
CC3811 - case / 4
10.75 in. x 8.75 in. x 2.25 in.
Heat resistant to 700°F (371°C)
Packaging - box

STEP 1: WRAP

STEP 3: FLIP & FILL

STEP 2: COOK

STEP 4: SERVE

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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FLEX GRILL
™
S H EE T S
gril l t opper s

Easy G ri l l i n g

• Easy to use, easy to clean, easy to

take on the go
• Perfect for camping or at the park
• Keep food tender and moist and
prevent buildup on grill grates
• Heat resistant to 600˚F (316˚C)
• Durable and reusable
FLEX Grill Sheets™
The Charcoal Companion® FLEX Grill Sheets™ open up a range
of possibilities on the grill. Cooking directly on grill grates can
dry out food and drain its natural juices. With FLEX Grill Sheets™,
steak, chicken, pork and seafood retain moisture and stay tender.
Durable and heat resistant to 600°F, the sheets come in a set of
different shapes and sizes and are reusable many times. Also
perfect for veggies, pizza, crab cakes and even wet food like
pancakes and eggs which would otherwise slide through grates.
Clean up is simple; once the sheets have cooled, place them in the
top rack of the dishwasher or wipe them down with a damp cloth.
The sheets also prevent buildup on grill grates so more time is
spent grilling rather than cleaning the grill.
Packaging - pegging box
Flex Grill Sheets™ - All-Purpose
CC4134 / case 6 / set of 2
13 in. x 15.8 in.
Flex Grill Sheets™ - Fish
CC4135 / case 6 / set of 3
7 in. x 15 in.
CC4137

CC4134

Flex Grill Sheets™ - Pizza
CC4136 / case 6 / set of 2
13 in. diameter
Flex Grill Sheets™ - Burger
CC4137 / case 12 / set of 8
6 in. diameter
Flex Grill Sheets™ - Combo Pack
CC4138 / case 6 / assorted sets
Combo Pack Includes:
All-Purpose / 1 sheet
Fish / 1 sheet
Pizza / 1 sheet
Burger / set of 4

CC4135

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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G R IL L R A C K S
gril l t opper s
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B

Top i t o f f

• Rack for small bites to large mains
• Optimizes food position for flavor
and efficiency
• Leaves more grill space for
additional food
A - Stainless Taco Rack — CC1992
Build and warm tacos on the grill with this handy taco
rack. It's an excellent way to melt the cheese and then
add cold toppings before eating. The open mesh-like
design provides perfect exposure for even heating but
prevents bits from falling through. Sturdy stainless steel
construction also means this rack is dishwasher safe for
easy clean up.
14.24 in. x 4.72 in. x 3.15 in.

C

B - Stainless Pepper Roasting Rack – CC3100

D

This large-capacity rack holds peppers upright so cheese
and other ingredients stay inside the peppers while
grilling. Perfect for making grilled jalapeño poppers for
large parties. Can also be used in the oven on a baking
sheet. 8.9 in. x 1.7 in.

C - Stainless Steel Drumstick & Wing Grilling
Rack – Folding — CC3125
Grilling chicken wings and drumsticks is a healthier
alternative to deep-frying. Thread your legs and wings
into this stainless steel rack for quick cooking; the rack
folds for easy storage when you’re done. Grill up to 8 large
chicken drumsticks or wings or use it in the oven.
Open dimensions 10.6 in. x 6.2 in. x 7.5 in.
Folded dimensions 8.4 in. x 6.2 in. x 2.95 in.

D - Reversible Rib & Roasting Rack
— CC3096 & CC3001

Two racks in one! One side is indispensable for larger cuts
of meat like roasts or small turkeys. Flip it over and grill six
full slabs of ribs upright, saving space on the grill for other
food. Air and smoke circulate around food for more even
cooking and smokier flavor. Available in stainless steel or
non-stick. 9.75 in. x 13 in.

E

E - Non-Stick Pepper Rack & Corer Set — CC3106
This rack can hold 18 jalapeño peppers or chicken
drumettes upright. Corer is stainless steel with hardwood
handle and rack is non-stick for easy cleaning. The special
pepper rack and corer set makes preparing stuffed
jalapeños easy. Corer not pictured.
15.5 in. x 3.5 in.

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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G R IL L R AC K S P RO D U CT D E TA I L S

Stainless Steel Turkey Infusion Roaster

Stainless Steel Beer Can Rack Beer not included

CC3124 - case / 4
20 in. x 8.5 in.
Packaging - box

CC3005 - case / 12
Patent # D535,855
Packaging - pegging card

REVERSIBLE

Non-Stick Space Saver™ Rib Rack

Reversible Rib and Roasting Rack

CC3011 - case / 6
Holds five slabs of ribs
7.5 in. x 11 in. x 6.75 in. assembled
Packaging - pegging box

CC3096 - case / 6 (Stainless Steel)
CC3001 - case / 6 (Non-Stick)
9.75 in. x 13 in.
Packaging - sleeve

Stainless Steel Drumstick & Wing Grilling
Rack - Folding
CC3125 - case / 6
Patent # D722,250
Packaging - pegging box

46

grill toppers

Stainless Steel Bacon Rack

3-Tier Stainless Oyster Rack

CC3123 - case / 4
Patent # D707,076
10.75 in. x 4.75 in. x 5.5 in.
Packaging - sleeve

CC3140 - case / 6
8.1 in. x 9.6 in. assembled
Packaging - pegging box

dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Stainless Steel Pepper Roasting Rack

Non-Stick Pepper Rack & Corer Set

CC3100 - case / 6
Holds 36 chilis
Packaging - pegging sleeve

CC3106 - case / 6
Patent # D610,884
Holds 18 chilis
Packaging - pegging box

Stainless Steel Taco Rack

Stainless Steel Potato People

CC1992 - case / 4
14.25 in. x 4.7 in. x 3.1 in.
Holds 4 tacos
Packaging - sleeve

CC5118 - case / 6
4 sets
Packaging - pegging box

Non-Stick Combination Vertical Roasting Rack & Wok
Vertically cook poultry to tender perfection while roasting vegetables in the
wok at the base. This combination wok and roaster takes advantage of the
grill’s high heat and infuses great flavor from the bird to the veggies. You
can also remove the basting cup and use only as a wok.
CC3503 - Case / 6
Patent #9,560,937
12 in. diameter
Packaging - box

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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GR I L L B A S K E T S
gril l t opper s
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B

O pt i o n s fo r Eve r y Me a l

• Keeps delicate foods intact
• Prevents foods from falling through
the grill grates
• Open mesh construction allows for
delicious smoky flavor
A - Corn Grilling Basket — CC3000
Our patented non-stick corn basket with hardwood handle
features height adjustments to fit any corn thickness and
open sides to fit corn of any length. No need for trimming
means less corn wasted. One rack holds four ears of corn.
19.8 in. x 6.7 in. x 2.16 in.

B - Stainless Steel Mesh Roasting Pan — CC3091
Stainless steel mesh offers another way to get flavor from
the grill without losing food through the grate. Roasting
pan is all stainless steel, with two large side handles.
Constructed to hold lots of food.

C

D

C - Crab Cake Grilling Basket & Press — CC3138
Crab cakes don’t have to be drowned in oil and fried –
try cooking them on the grill for a lighter version of this
delicious seafood dish! Press creates perfectly-sized
patties while basket holds them together as they cook.

D - Non-Stick Single Kabob Baskets — CC3087
Kabob baskets are the answer for kabob-style cooking
without skewers. Simply fill the basket with cut-up food
and grill. Hardwood handles. Non-stick. 1.75 in. x 19.25 in.
Set / 4.

E - Non-Stick Triple Fish Basket — CC3016
Heavy gauge fish basket holds three whole fish and
prevents fish from sticking to the grill. Hardwood handle.
Non-stick. 11 in. x 24.5 in.

E

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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G R IL L B AS KE T S P RO D U C T D E TA I L S

Non-Stick Grilled Cheese Basket

Non-Stick Shaker Basket with Lid

Non-Stick Rectangle Basket

CC3132 - case / 6
11 in. x 15.5 in.
Hardwood handle
Packaging - sleeve

CC3003 - case / 6
7.5 in. x 20.5 in. 3.75 in.
Hardwood handle
Packaging - sleeve

CC3013 - case / 6
24 in. x 12.25 in. x 2.25 in.
Hardwood handle
Packaging - sleeve

Non-Stick Shaker Basket

Stainless Steel Wire Mesh Basket & Roasting Pan

CC3017 - case / 6
13.5 in. x 11 in. x 4 in.
Removable Hardwood handle
Packaging - sleeve

Case / 4
Mesh Basket / 18.75 in. x 13.25 in. / Hardwood handle........................................................................CC3105
Mesh Roasting Pan / 17.25 in. 10.75 in. .................................................................................................CC3091
Packaging - sleeve
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Non-Stick Single Kabob Baskets

Non-Stick Ultimate Grilling Baskets™

CC3087 - case / 6
1.75 in. x 19.25 in.
Set of 4
Hardwood handles
Packaging - pegging window sleeve

CC3035 - case / 6
Basket 10.75 in. x 11.25 in.
Includes a 14 in. long removable Hardwood handle
Packaging - box

dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Non-Stick Quesadilla Basket

Non-Stick Triple Fish Basket

Non-Stick Corn Basket

CC1996 - case / 6
12 in. x 22.75 in. x 0.8 in.
Hardwood handle
Packaging - sleeve

CC3016 - case / 6
11 in. x 24.5 in.
Hardwood handle
Packaging - sleeve

CC3000 - case / 6
Patent # D506,362/ D521,821
6.75 in. x 19.5 in.
Hardwood handle, holds 4 ears of corn
Packaging - sleeve

HANDLE FOLDS
FOR EASY STORAGE

Non-Stick Flexi Basket

Stainless Steel Pepper Roasting Basket

CC1056 - case / 6
10.75 in. x 21.25 in.
Hardwood handle
Packaging - sleeve

CC1993 - case / 4
1.25 in. x 12 in. x 3 in.
Folding handle
Packaging - card

Crab Cake Grilling Basket and Press Set
Now you can cook crab cakes on the grill! This twopiece plastic press ensures crab meat patties come out
the right size and shape for the grilling basket, which
can hold up to three patties at once. Flipping the patties
is easy; a turn of the wrist is all it takes to make sure
your crab cakes are cooked evenly. Use the basket over
an open fire, charcoal grill, or gas grill, and you'll have
hot and delicious crab cakes with tender insides and
golden-brown outsides.
CC3138 - case / 6
Basket - 4 in. 21.5 in.
Press - 3.75 in. x 2.75 in.
Hardwood handle (basket), plastic press
Packaging - sleeve

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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Grilling Essentials

• Grids allow for smaller foods to be

prepared without falling through
the grill grates
• Perfect for fish, or smaller seafood
and veggies
• Perforated grid allows more flame,
heat, and smoke to come in contact
with foods
A - Porcelain Perforated Fish Grid — CC3141
Prepare all your favorite food on the grill – even smaller
food that would otherwise fall through grill grates! The
Porcelain Perforated Fish Grid conducts high heat to
cook your fish, scallops, shrimp and other seafood, but
is lightweight and easy to clean. The grid’s perforations
allow juices to drain and also create temperature zones,
with the middle of the grid getting the hottest. Food
should be placed in the middle for searing and closer to
edges if less heat is preferred.

C

C

B - Non-Stick Mesh Grill Sheets — CC4143
Grill your next meal with ease! Non-Stick Mesh Grill Sheets
are the ideal grilling buddies. Food stays securely on the
sheet during grilling, and the nonstick material allows for
easy removal of food afterwards. Smoke flows through
the mesh design to impart flavor onto your meat, veggies,
fish, shrimp, bacon, wings and more.

C - Non-Stick Mesh Grill Bags — CC4141, CC4142
Food stays securely inside the bag during grilling, and
the nonstick material allows for easy removal of food
afterwards. Smoke flows through the mesh design to
impart flavor onto your meat, veggies, fish, shrimp, bacon,
wings and more. The flexible mesh material is heat-safe to
600°F (316°C) and reusable time and time again. Grilling
food in the bag instead of directly on grates also reduces
clean up after your cookout. Dishwasher safe.
Small 9.45 in. x 5.5 in.
Medium 10.6 in. x 8.7 in.

D

D - Non-Stick Perforated Grilling Pan — CC3127
This porcelain-coated steel grill pan resists sticking, and
perforations allow for heat and smoke to reach your food
while liquids drain out. A long (13 in.) handle keeps you
away from the heat so that your cookout is an even more
pleasant experience.

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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Stainless Steel & Non-Stick Square Grill Woks
Patent # D624,787
Small woks hold 8 to 10 cups
Large woks hold 12 to 14 cups
Packaging - sleeve

Stainless Steel & Porcelain-Coated Grids
Grids in 3 sizes - Open stock or set of 2
Packaging - sleeve

Stainless Steel
Small / case 6 / 9.25 in. ............................... CC3513
Large / case 6 / 12.25 in. .............................CC3514

Non-Stick
Large / case 6 / 12.25 in. .......................................CC3114

Stainless Steel Grids
Medium / case 6 / 14.5 in. x 10 in. ................... CC3102
Large / case 6 / 17.5 in. x 12 in. ........................ CC3103
Set of 2 / case 4 / small & medium ................ CC7081

Porcelain-Coated Grids
Small / case 6 / 11 in. x 7.5 in. ......................... CC3078
Medium / case 6 / 14.5 in. x 10 in. ................... CC3079
Large / case 6 / 17.5 in. x 12 in. ....................... CC3080
Set of 2 / case 4/ small & medium ................. CC3110

Stainless Steel Pro Griddles
Heavy-duty professional-style griddle has large easygrip handles for gloved hands. The reservoir on the
front edge reduces flare ups by catching grease, while
the rear edge provides a stop for spatulas and makes
turning food easy.
CC3500 - case / 2
18 in. x 12.5 in.
Packaging - box
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dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

OPENS FLAT !

EASILY REMOVE
DELICATE FISH FROM
GRILL TO PLATE

NEW
Non-Stick Mesh Grill Bag - Small
CC4141 - case / 6
9.45 in. x 5.5 in.
Packaging - pegging sleeve

Porcelain Perforated Grids
Grids in 3 sizes
Packaging - sleeve

Non-Stick Mesh Grill Bag - Medium

Non-Stick Mesh Fish Bag

CC4142 - case / 6
10.6 in. x 8.7 in.
Packaging - pegging sleeve

CC4148- case / 6
13 in. x 5.5 in.
Opens flat
Packaging - pegging sleeve

Non-Stick Mesh Grill Sheet - Set of 2

Non-Stick Perforated Grilling Pan

CC4143 - case / 6
Handle: 12.9 in. x 10.2 in.
Packaging - pegging sleeve

CC3127 - case / 6
Pan diameter: 10.5 in.
Handle: 13 in. x 1 in.
Packaging - box

Perforated 2 Piece Grid Set
Case 4............................................................... CC3144
Small / 12.8 in. x 7 in. x 1 in.
Medium / 14.5 in. x 10 in. x 1 in.
Perforated Fish Grid
Case 6 / 19 in. x 6.7 in. x 1 in. ............................CC3141
for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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S kewe r I n n ova t i o n

• We've got you covered for prep

grilling and searing
• A full range of shapes, finishes,
and sizes
• For savory kebabs or sweet s'mores
A - Stainless Steel Flat Skewers — CC5147
Grill up delicious meat and veggie kabobs with these sleek
stainless steel skewers! These skewers have a wider, flat
design that helps to accommodate larger cuts of meats
and vegetables while preventing food from spinning. Builtin looped handles make them easy to hold.
12.5 in. x .5 in. Set of 6.

B - Skewer Express™ Easy Kabob Loader — CC2030
Make six kabobs in seconds! This kabob loader makes it
faster, easier, and less messy to put together delicious
kabobs for the grill. The kabob loader base features
six channels to hold ingredients for your meal in place,
[then guide you so you can skewer through the center
all at once.] Loader also makes it convenient to sprinkle
on spices or drizzle on marinade, catching any excess.
Includes 6 stainless steel skewers.

C

C - Himalayan Salt Cubes & Skewer Kabob Set —
CC6069

Cook your kabobs more quickly, more evenly, and with
even more flavor! This skewer set with Himalayan salt
cubes will help you grill your best kabobs yet. Thread
these salt cubes onto your skewers along with your
ingredients; the shape of the cubes will elevate your
kabob off of the grill surface, promoting even cooking.
Even better, as the salt cubes heat up, they act as conduits
for heat and speed up the cooking process. All the while,
the salt cubes transfer their rich, subtle salty flavor to the
other ingredients on the skewer. It's perfect for cooking
moist and flavorful chicken, beef, or other meats.

D

D - The 360° Skewer™ — CC5168
Kabobs are an international delight and a staple of any
barbecue experience. Traditionalists make theirs with
meat, veggies, and seafood, while the more adventurous
go for brownie bites or marshmallows. Whatever your
preference, simplify your next kabob session with the 360°
Skewer™. One click of a button on the handle rotates the
kabob 180° while another click gets you full circle. This
extra-long soft-grip tool is easy to hold and protects your
hand from heat.

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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Non-Stick Kabob Rack with 6 Skewers

Stainless Steel Flat Skewers

Stainless Steel Grill Clips

CC3032 - case / 6
13 in. Set of 6
Packaging - box

CC5147 - case / 6
13 in. Set of 6
Packaging - pegging window box

CC5134 - case / 6
Patent # D682,080
6.25 in. Set of 4
Packaging - pegging card

Stainless Steel Double Prong
Coastal Skewers

Stainless Steel Extra-Long Flexible Skewers

Stainless Steel Veggie Raft Skewers

CC5104 - case / 6
Patent # D693,654
30 in. Set of 4
Packaging - pegging card

CC5135 - case / 12
3 in. x 8 in. Set of 4
Packaging - pegging card

CC5093 - case / 6
14 in. Set of 4
Packaging - pegging card
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Non-Stick Circle Kabob Skewers

Skewer Express™ - Easy Kabob Loader

CC5000 - case / 12
7 in. diameter Set of 4
Packaging - pegging box

CC2030 - case / 6
Station: 8.5 in. x 12 in. x 1.75 in.
Skewers: 11.75 in.
Packaging - pegging box

dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Himalayan Salt Cubes & Skewers Kabob Set

Non-Stick Kabob Skewers

Stainless Steel Kabob Skewers

CC6069 - case / 6
4 Salt Cubes - 1.7 in. x 1.7 in. each
2 Skewers - 11.8 in. length each
Packaging - pegging window box

CC5042 - case / 12
13.25 in. Set of 6
Packaging - pegging header card,
bag

CC5124 - case / 12
11.75 in. Set of 6
Packaging - pegging header card/bag

The 360° Skewer™ Rotating Kabob
Kabobs are an international delight and a staple of
any barbecue experience. Traditionalists make theirs
with meat, veggies, and seafood, while the more
adventurous go for brownie bites or marshmallows.
Whatever your preference, simplify your next kabob
session with the 360° Skewer™. One click of a button
on the handle rotates the kabob 180° while another
click gets you full circle. This extra-long soft-grip tool
is easy to hold and protects your hand from heat.
Dishwasher safe.
CC5168 - case / 6
Patent # 9,629,504
1 Handle: 12.6 in. x 2.2 in.
2 Skewers: 11.3 in. each
Packaging - pegging box

ALIGN SKEWER & HANDLE

ENGAGE GEARS

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com

PRESS BUTTON TO TURN!
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Glow-in-the-Dark Telescoping Fork

Glow-in-the-Dark Telescoping Skewer

CC1086 - case / 6
32 in. (Closed 22 in.) Set of 2
Packaging - pegging card

CC1090 - case / 6
27.55 in. (Closed 17.5 in.) Set of 2
Packaging - pegging card
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Non-Stick Marshmallow Twig Skewer

Non-Stick Marshmallow Skewers

CC5130 - case / 6
26.5 in.
Hardwood handle
Packaging - hang tag

CC5066 - case / 12
23.5 in.
Set of 4
Packaging - pegging card

dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Stainless Steel S’mores Grilling Set
The authentic campfire taste of America’s
quintessential dessert can easily be made at home,
cooked with the convenience of a gas or charcoal
grill. Our rack is foldable for easy storage! Set
includes 1 folding rack and 4 double skewers.
CC3131 - case / 6
Patent # D658,441
1 folding rack, 11.25 in. x 11.5 in. x 4.25 in.
4 double skewers, 12 in. x .75 in.
Packaging - pegging box

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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A To o l f o r a ny Co o ko u t

• Innovative and specialty tools for
the gourmet griller
• Classic tools make up the

foundation of a good grilling
program
• Available as open stock or as sets
A - Slash and Serve® Meat Claws — CC1132
These heavy-duty stainless steel meat claws are designed
for handling larger pieces of meat such as roasts, turkeys,
chickens, and hams. Slide your fingers between the blades
for a firm grip and shred a smoked pork butt into pulled
pork in minutes.

B - Cast Iron Grill Marks Press — CC5159
Using a grill press during the high heat of grilling locks
moisture into meat, making food succulent. Our crosshatched grill press is heat-conducting, heavy cast iron
designed to give you beautiful grill marks with ease.
The cast iron handle provides a sure grip and plenty of
leverage for laying on the most impressive crisscrossing
lines!

C

D

C - Stainless Steel Griddle Spatula — CC1091
Whether you're cooking them on the grill or on the
griddle, grilled cheese sandwiches are a family favorite.
This specially-designed spatula will help you cook your
sandwiches evenly, making flipping a whole sandwich
at once as easy as a flick of the wrist! The wide-angled
spatula head slides underneath a whole sandwich, while
the short, strong handle gives you the leverage for a quick
and easy flip.

D - Cast Iron Grill Presses — CC5023, CC5024
Cast iron grill presses have a raised ridge pattern on the
bottom. Great for getting good contact with the grill for
impressive grill marks. Pre-seasoned.

E

E - Oval Pro Chef 3PC Tool Set with Tote — CC1093
™

Grill your favorite foods with these essential grilling
tools, and then tuck them away in the included tote. The
Charcoal Companion® Oval Pro Chef™ 3PC Tool Roll
features a spatula, set of tongs, and a basting brush so
you can start grilling right away. The grilling tools are
made of polished stainless steel and will last through
many grilling sessions, while the stylish, durable tote is
made of sturdy waterproof canvas. The tote easily snaps
shut and also includes hanging holes for simple storage.

b b q to o ls
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Stainless Steel Perfect Grip™ 3-Piece Set

Stainless Steel Oval Pro Chef™ Tools

Stainless Steel Oval Pro Chef™ Espresso Tools

CC1080 - mixed case / 6 (3 colors
Range from 13.75 in. x 17.25 in.
Set of 3 (3-in-1 spatula, fork, tongs)
Packaging - sleeve

CC1001 - case / 6
Range from 15.25 in. to 18.75 in.
Oak handles
Set of 3 (spatula, fork, tongs)
Packaging - sleeve

CC1000 - case / 6
Range from 15.25 in. to 18.75 in.
Espresso-stained oak handles, silicone brush head
Set of 3 (spatula, basting brush, tongs)
Packaging - sleeve

Stainless Steel Perfect Chef™ Black Handle
4- Piece Tool Set

Stainless Steel Perfect Chef™ Red Handle
3- Piece Set

Stainless Steel Chef™ Tools

CC1005 - case / 6
Range from 12.5 in. to 17.25 in.
Set of 4 (3-in-1 spatula, fork, tongs, grill brush)
Packaging - window box

CC1057 - case / 6
Range from 12 in. to 17 in.
Set of 3 (3-in-1 spatula, fork, tongs)
Packaging - sleeve

)

Case / 6 - Range from 17.5 in. to 18.5 in.
Spatula ................................................................CC1070
Big Head® Grill Brush w/Safe-Scrub™ Bristles.. CC1076
Locking Tongs .....................................................CC1072
Packaging - hang tag

Stainless Steel Explorer Folding Tools

Stainless Steel Golf Club Set

Case / 6
Hardwood handles
Packaging - hang tag
Explorer Folding Fork / open 17.5 in., closed 12.25 in. .................................................................................. CC1101
Explorer Folding Spatula / open 18 in., closed 12.5 in. ................................................................................ CC1102

CC1010 - case / 4
Range from 18 in. to 21.25 in.
Set of 3 (spatula, fork, tongs)
Packaging - window box
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dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Matte Black Tool Set
CC1094 - case / 4
Range from 15.3 in. to 18.74 in.
Includes set of 3 (spatula, tongs, basting brush)
Packaging - sleeve

NEW

Copper Handle Tool Set
CC1095 - case / 4
Range from 15.25 in. to 17 in.
Copper handles, silicone brush head
Set of 3 (spatula, basting brush, tongs)
Packaging - sleeve

NEW

Oval Pro Chef™ 3PC Tool Set with Tote
CC1093 - case / 4
Range from 15.3 in. to 18.74 in.
Includes set of 4 (spatula, tongs, basting brush,
and tool tote bag)
Packaging - sleeve

WATERPROOF
TOTE EASILY
SNAPS SHUT !

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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Stainless Steel Meat Claws / Pair

Slash and Serve® Meat Claws / Pair

Cast Iron Grill Marks Press

CC1130 - Case / 6
4.1 in. x 5.1 in.
Set of 2
Packaging - pegging blister card

CC1132 - case / 6
Patent #D801,131, D808, 715
4.17 in. x 4.96 in.
Set of 2
Packaging - pegging card

CC5159 - case / 6
Patent pending
9 in. x 6 in.
2.75 lb
Packaging - card

Cast Iron Garlic Roaster &
Silicone Squeezer

Cast Iron Grill Press

CC5127- case / 6
Patent # D659,461
Only silicone squeezer dishwasher safe
Packaging - box

Case / 6
Round / 7 in. diameter, 2.75 lb..............................................................................................................CC5023
Rectangle / 8.75 in. x 4.5 in., 3 lb .........................................................................................................CC5024
Packaging - sleeve

Stainless Steel Chili Pepper Corer

Stainless Steel Griddle Spatula

CC3092 - case / 12
Patent # D610,884
Packaging - pegging card

CC1091 - case / 12
4 in. x 10.25 in.
Hardwood handle
Packaging - hang tag
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dishwasher safe

Stainless Steel Locking Tongs
with Soft-Grip Handle
CC1077 - case / 12
13.75 in.
Packaging - hang tag

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Stainless Steel Big Head™ Barbecue Tools

Fish Spatula / 19.25 in. .................................................................................................................................. CC1033
Big Head™ Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brush / 20.25 in. ........................................................................................... CC4123
Replacement head Safe-Scrub™ for CC4123 / fits all Big Head™ Grill Brushes........................................ CC4124

Case / 6
Range from 19.25 in. x 20.5 in.
Hardwood handles
Packaging - sleeve , hanging window box for CC4124

Enameled Grill Dome
Grill the juiciest food on the block with this grill dome!
Perfect for melting cheese onto burgers without
overcooking the meat. The dome captures and reflects
heat onto your burgers, steaks, chicken, or veggies to
decrease cook time, reduce flare-ups and infuse your
food with more smoky flavor. Features a silicone handle
heat safe to 500°F (260°C).
Can also be used indoors.
CC5169 - case / 6
10 in. diameter
Silicone handle
Packaging - hang tag

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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• Add flavor and moisture by injecting
meat with marinade, brine, or
basting liquid
• Essential tools for successful frying

A - Stainless & Soft Grip Marinade Injector — CC5160
Infuse your meat with flavor and moisture in less time than
it takes to marinate it! This marinade injector includes two
tips for different kinds of marinade: a single-hole needle
tip for thicker marinades, sauces, or pastes, and a multipinhole tip for thinner marinades, brines, beers, or wines.
When not in use, clip your needle tips to the injector’s cap
for easy storage.

B - Stainless Steel Deep Fry Thermometers
Keep oil temperatures steady for perfectly fried foods!
Thermometer features an easy to read temperature dial
and convenient side clip that fastens to any fryer pot.

C

Short...................................................................... CC5109
Long....................................................................... CC5110

C - Stainless Steel Deep Fry Skimmers
Use skimmers to remove smaller foods from the fryer,
or cooking debris from the oil’s surface. Stainless steel.
Small Skimmer......................................................CC5107
Large Skimmer......................................................CC5108

D - Stainless Steel Marinade Injector — CC5112
Made of all stainless steel, this marinade injector is
serious business! Injector features two handles to help
keep a steady grip while pushing marinade into poultry
or other meats. Needle design resists clogging.

E - Plastic Marinade Injector with Large Handle
— CC5034
Large handle makes it easy to plunge basting liquids
through the clear vial. Stainless steel needle design
resists clogging.

E

D

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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Stainless Steel Deep Fry Skimmers

Stainless Steel Deep Fry Thermometers

Case / 6
Packaging - hang tag
Small Skimmer / 18.5 in. ....................................CC5107
Large Skimmer / 23.25 in...................................CC5108

Case / 12
Short / 8.5 in...........................................CC5109
Long / 12.25 in.........................................CC5110
Packaging - pegging card

Plastic Marinade Injector

Stainless Steel Marinade Injector

Stainless & Soft Grip Marinade Injector

CC5111 - case / 12
Packaging - pegging clam pack

CC5112 - case / 6
Packaging - pegging clam pack

CC5160 - case / 6
Packaging - pegging clam pack

Paper Oil Funnel Filter

Black Plastic Oil Funnel with Metal Filter

CC5105 - Set of 6 / case / 24
Packaging - bag, header card

CC5106 - case / 6
11.8 in. x 11 in. x 9.2 in.
Packaging - hang tag

Plastic Marinade Injector with
Large Handle
CC5034 - case / 12
Packaging - pegging blister card
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dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

E - Squeeze-N-Flavor™ — CC5148
This marinade injector is easier to use than
traditional, syringe-style injectors. With one hand,
you can fill your Squeeze-N-Flavor™ and inject your
meat with your choice of marinade or liquid. Rubber
bulb holds 2.5 oz of marinade.

2

CC5148 - case / 6
2.5 fl. oz. capacity
Packaging - pegging blister card

4

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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• Accurate readings are essential

when cooking meats, leave out the
guesswork!
• Monitor internal or ambient
temperatures
• Units feature analog or digital
displays
A - Dual Temperature Thermometer— CC4131
The thermometer gives precise readings of your meat
as well as the ambient temperature of your grill, oven or
smoker. The larger dial shows the internal temperature of
your meat, while the smaller dial displays the temperature
of your cooking environment. The Charcoal Companion®
Dual Temperature Thermometer is made of stainless
steel with a silicone sleeve and shows recommended
temperatures for your poultry, pork, beef and lamb. For
beef and lamb, it also includes temperature ranges for
rare, medium and well done. To use, insert probe point
into the thickest part of the meat. You'll get a reading in
about 20-30 seconds.

C

B - Dual Temp™ Digital Thermometer — CC4146
This ingenious thermometer does it all! The Dual-Temp™
Digital Thermometer measures food and oven or grill
temperature at the same time. Unit also features an alarm
to indicate when temperature and correct set time have
been reached, as well as a large-digit, back-lit LCD display
and easy-to-clean touch control pad. Folds flat for storage
or oven use. Uses two replaceable AAA batteries (not
included).

C -Digital Grill Station— CC4147
Cooking temperatures and time vary for every type of
meat – making it a real challenge for the griller to cook
various cuts at the same time. The Digital Grill Station
meets this challenge with a high tech solution. The
battery-operated unit has four color-coded probes to
monitor the internal temperature of four types of meat
at once. Pull each cut from the grill when the LCD screen
reads the preferred doneness.

D

D - Flip-Tip™ Digital Thermometer — CC4075
The Flip-Tip™ Digital Thermometer features an adjustable
silicone depth gauge, allowing consistent placement
of the thermometer probe for more accurate readings
throughout the cooking process. The folding probe locks
into multiple angles for easier monitoring and closes
flat for convenient storage. Monitors temperatures from
-58°F to 572°F (-50°C to 300°C). Reads temperature in
six seconds. Uses two replaceable AAA batteries (not
included)

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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NEW

NEW

Flip-Tip™ Digital Thermometer

Dual-Temp™ Digital Thermometer

Digital Meat Thermometer

CC4075 - case / 6
Uses 1 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Monitors temperatures from -58°F to 572°F
Packaging - pegging slide blister

CC4146 - case / 4
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Packaging - pegging slide blister

CC4100 – case / 6
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Monitors temperatures from 32°F to 800°F
Packaging - pegging slide blister

Dual Temperature Thermometer

Pocket Digital Thermometer

Stainless Steel Fork Thermometer

CC4131 - case / 6
Monitors temperatures from 110°F to 200°F for meat
and from 150°F to 550°F for cooking environment
Packaging - pegging card

CC4109 – case / 6
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Monitors temperatures from 32°F to 800°F
Packaging - pegging slide blister

CC4072 - case / 6
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Packaging - pegging slide blister
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Infrared Thermometer

Instant Read Thermometer

CC4083 - case / 4
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Monitors temperatures from 32°F to 800°F
Packaging - pegging slide blister

CC4077 – case / 12
Packaging - pegging slide blister

dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

CC4036

CC4088

CC4033

CC9025

Reusable Steak Button® Thermometer
Steak Buttons
Set of 4 / case 6............................................... CC9025
24 piece counter display / case 1.................... CC4036
Set of 4 with silicone ring / case 6.................. CC4088

Digital Grill Station Thermometer

Poultry Buttons
Single / case 12................................................. CC4033

NEW

Cooking temperatures and time vary for every type of
meat – making it a real challenge for the griller to cook
various cuts at the same time. The Digital Grill Station
meets this challenge with a high tech solution. The
battery-operated unit has four color-coded probes to
monitor the internal temperature of four types of meat
at once. Pull each cut from the grill when the LCD screen
reads the preferred doneness.
CC4147 - case / 4
Uses 1 AAA battery (not included)
Back-lit LCD display
Monitors 4 steaks from 115°F to 170°F
Packaging - pegging slide blister

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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• Safe scrub brushes are safer than

traditional wire brushes: they’re
designed to pass easily if
accidentally ingested
• Safe for stainless-steel, porcelain,
or cast iron grill grates
• Safe new design, same performance
you expect from a grill brush

A - Safe Scrape & Scrub™ — CC4156
Get a custom cleaning with the Safe Scrape & Scrub with
a Strong Grip Handle! The wooden side of the grill brush
contours to your grill with every cleaning, ensuring an
effective custom clean. The high heat nylon bristles are
safe up to temperatures of 400° to brush off left over
grease and grime.

C

D

B - Safe-Scrub™ Sustainable Bamboo Grill Brush
— CC1100

Harness the power of natural, durable bamboo and
palmyra stalk to get your grill sparkling clean! This grill
brush is made out of sturdy and eco-friendly bamboo,
and features all-natural palmyra stalk scrubbing bristles –
which are safe even on porcelain grates! A longer-length
handle and comfortable wrapped-cord grip give you a
firm hold and extra leverage while scrubbing.

C - Safe Scrape™ – The Non-Bristle Grill
Cleaning Tool! — CC4120
Give your grill a custom clean! This wooden scraping
paddle removes debris from grill grates, while the heat
and pressure from cleaning slowly shape your paddle
so that it fits the grate perfectly. The more you use it, the
better it works!

D
E

E - Spiral Wire Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brush — CC4160
This durable yet flexible plastic grill brush allows you to
get between the grill grates for a more thorough clean.
The twisted design of the brush head helps prevent bristle
loss during cleaning while the nylon bristles reduce the
risk of contamination. The 10” brush handle keeps you at
a safer distance from a hot grill and also provides room
for a second hand grip for better leverage. It’s even safe to
use on porcelain grill grates.

E - Dual Handle Safe-Scrub™ MEGA MONSTER
Brush™ — CC4128
This monster of a grill brush stacks dirty grill grates with
gusto! This is a powerful tool for cleaning grill grates
quickly and easily. Its oversized head tackles wider swaths
of the grill grates than typical grill brushes. We're sure
you'll love our Safe-Scrub™ brushes as much as your grill
does!

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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NEW
ADVANCED
DESIGN
SAFE-SCRUB™ BRISTLES
Keeping a clean grill is essential to good
grilling. Dirty grill grates can contaminate
food with unwanted flavors and bits of
debris. Scrub the gunk away with
Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brushes!

Diamonds are a grill’s best friend
Diamond-based coating helps
clean without damaging surfaces

Get rid of the grime
Nylon bristles with twisted
design are strong and pliable

Long Lasting
Keep clear of active heat sources
(burning gas grills or hot coals) to
ensure a long life for your brush

Good for the Earth
Bamboo and Palmyra are sustainable
materials that rarely need replanting
and promote healthy ecosystems
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NEW
Triangular Head Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brush

Spiral-Wire Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brush

CC4125 - case / 12
21.25 in.
Nylon bristles
Packaging - sleeve

CC4160 - case / 12
21.25 in.
Nylon bristles
Packaging - sleeve

Dual Handle Safe-Scrub™ MONSTER Brush™

Dual Handle Safe-Scrub™ MEGA MONSTER Brush™

Patent # D547,553 & D609,015
Grill Brush / case 6..................................... CC4126
Replacement Head / case 12..................... CC4127
Packaging - sleeve (CC4126), pegging box (CC4127)

CC4128 -case/ 6
Patent # D567,511 / D597,740
18.25 in., nylon bristles
Uses 2 CC4127 Monster Brush replacement heads
Packaging - pegging card

1

2

3

Stainless Chef™ Big Head™ Safe-Scrub™
Grill Brush
Grill Brush / case 6..................................... CC1076
Replacement Head / case 6...................... CC4124
Packaging - hang tag

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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G R IL L C AR E P RO D U CT D E TA I L S

Safe Scrape™– Non-Bristle Grill
Cleaning Tool

Safe Scrape™– PRECISION
The Non-Bristle Grill Cleaning Tool

Big Head™ Hardwood Handle Safe-Scrub™
Grill Brush

CC4120 - case / 6
Patent Pending
5.5 in. x 17.5 in
Packaging - sleeve

CC4139 - case / 6
Patent Pending
5 in. x 11 in.
Packaging - sleeve

Grill Brush - case 6..................................... CC4123
Replacement Head / case 6...................... CC4124
Packaging - sleeve

Bamboo Grill Brush with Palmyra Sustainable
Safe-Scrub™ Bristles

Plastic 2 In 1 Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brush

Plastic 2 In 1 Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brush

CC4151 -case / 12
14.65 in., nylon bristles
Packaging - sleeve

CC4152 -case / 12
7 in., nylon bristles
Packaging - sleeve

Plastic Handle Safe-Scrub™ Grill Brush

Plastic Handle Safe-Scrub™ Brush

Safe Spray™ The Non-Toxic Grill Cleaner

CC4153 -case / 24
8 in., nylon bristles
Packaging - sleeve

CC4154 -case / 12
18 in., nylon bristles
Packaging - sleeve

CC4145 - case / 12
16 oz.
Perfect for grills, cookers, smokers, and more
Packaging - spray bottle, label

CC1100 -case / 6
Replacement Head / case 12..................... CC4144
Packaging - hang tag
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dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Safe-Scrape & Scrub™
Clean grill grates are essential for a great barbecue. Food won't stick
to a well cleaned and oiled grill and properly cared for grates add
to the life and value of a grill. Get a custom cleaning with the Safe
Scrape & Scrub with a Strong Grip Handle! The wooden side of the
grill brush contours to your grill with every cleaning, ensuring an
effective custom clean. The high heat nylon bristles are safe up to
temperatures of 400° to brush off left over grease and grime. Using
both sides means your grill will be ready for cooking in no time!

Safe-Scrape & Scrub™ Grill Brush
& Replacement Brush & Scraper
CC4156 -case /6
4.8 in. x 16.75 in., nylon bristles
Packaging - hangtag
CC4157 -case / 12
scraper head 4.8 in. x 3.9 in.
brush head 4.6 in. x 1.97 in.
Packaging - pegging box

NEW

CC4157
CC4156

NEW

NEW

Safe-Scrape™ with Strong Grip Handle
CC4158 -case/ 6
4.8 in. x 16.75 in.
Packaging - hangtag

Safe-Scrape™ Precision with
Strong Grip Handle
CC4159 -case/ 6
3.85 in. x 10.9 in.
Packaging - hangtag

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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A CC E S S O R IE S
gr i l l c are
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B

Al l t h e Tri mmi n g s

• Outfitting the outdoor grill space
• Easy to light charcoal accessories –
without chemical lighter fluids
• Heat protection – because playing
with fire doesn't have to mean
getting burned
A - Fire UP™ Charcoal Starter Wand — CC4110

30
inc

48 in

hes

This Charcoal Starter Wand is an environmentally friendly
way to ignite your charcoal without using toxic lighter
fluid! The high-heat, fast-start wand can light charcoal
briquettes, wood chips, chunks, or pellets with ease.
Two simple switches take your charcoal from cold to
smoldering in a matter of minutes: the heat setting ignites,
while the blow setting distributes the flames to unlit
material.

ches

C

D

B - BBQ Grill Splatter Mat - For Gas Grills — CC4511
This black grill mat is the perfect way to protect your deck
or patio while you’re cooking on the grill! The mat’s flameresistant fibers help prevent stains on your deck caused
by accidental spills from your grill. The PVC backing gives
the mat a non-slip grip. Your outdoor flooring will be kept
cleaner and safer when you have this protective mat
between it and your hot grill!

C - Silicone Glove — CC5154
This silicone glove is perfect for handling both hot tools
and hot food on the grill. Move grids, baskets, and woks
with assurance, or shred piping hot pork shoulders and
take beer can chickens off the can! The glove is light and
flexible for dexterity, can withstand heat up to 475°F
(246°C), and can be worn on either the right or left hand.
The silicone material and raised ridged texture make your
grip secure.

D - Charcoal Ash Scoop — CC5167

E

Make clean up easy with the Charcoal Companion®
Charcoal Grill Scoop. The scoop allows you to safely and
easily clean charcoal remnants and ash from the bottom
of your grill. The Charcoal Grill Scoop features a high
heat coating to allow one to remove any loose charcoal
briquettes.

E - Insulated Food Gloves — CC5152
Use insulated food gloves for shredding piping hot pork
shoulders, taking beer can chickens off the can, and
removing hot foods from the grill. Our gloves are light and
flexible for dexterity and well-insulated to shield hands
from the heat. Sold as a pair. Heat safe up to 248°F.

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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AC C E S S OR IE S PRO D U CT D E TA I L S

30
in

48 in

Pit Mitt®

Pit Mitt® Pro

BBQ Grill Splatter Mat

CC5102 - case / 6
6.3 in. x 13 in.
Heat safe up to 475°F (246°C)
Fits right or left hand
Packaging - pegging card

CC5165 - case / 6
6.3 in. x 13 in. each
Heat safe up to 450°F (232°C)
Pair
Packaging - pegging card

CC4511 - case / 4
48 in. x 30 in.
Packaging - rolled shrink/label/floor display

Silicone Glove

Insulated Fabric Mitt

Insulated Food Gloves

CC5154 - case / 6
13.5 in.
Heat safe up to 475°F (246°C)
Fits right or left hand
Packaging - hang tag

CC5033 - case / 6
17 in.
Flame resistant
Fits right or left hand
Packaging - hang tag

CC5152 - case / 6
12.5 in.
Temp safe for food handling to 248°F (120°C)
Pair
Packaging - pegging window box
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LED Grill light

Magnetic Flexible Mini Grill Light

Silicone Grill Light

CC5100 - case / 4
Patent # D579,718, #D595,086
8.7 in. x 7.3 in.
Packaging - pegging box

CC5096 - case / 6
Patent # D621,537
Uses 4 LED bulbs
3 replaceable CR2032 (3 volt) batteries (included)
Packaging - pegging window box

CC5121- case / 4
Patent # D621,537
Uses 5 LED bulbs
3 replaceable AA (1.5 volt) batteries (included)
Packaging - pegging window box

g r i l l ca re

dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

Electric Charcoal Starter

Gas Valve Gauge

Fire UP™ Charcoal Starter Wand

CC4040 - case / 6
Coals are ready in 10 minutes
ETL listed
Packaging - pegging card

CC4509 - case / 6
Fits 20 lb. propane tanks
Packaging - pegging window box

CC4110 - case / 2
18 in. with 6.5 ft. cord, ETL listed
Packaging - box

Charcoal & Ash Scoop

Chimney Charcoal Starters

Grate Lifter

CC5167 - case / 6
4.8 in. x 8.46 in. x 7.28 in.
Packaging - hang tag

CC4041 Black / hardwood handle / case 6
packaging - box
CC4043 Silver / hardwood handle / case 6
packaging - sleeve

CC1089 - case / 6
Patent # D604,122
12.5 in.
Packaging - hang tag, sleeve

NEW

Attachable Sun Shade for Gas Grills
Stay cool while you grill! The Charcoal Companion®
Attachable Sun Shade for Gas Grills makes it easier to
grill on those hot summer days when you’d otherwise
stay inside. The shade clamps securely onto the side
of your grill and is adjustable 90° horizontally and 360°
vertically so you’re protected no matter what time of day.
To use, simply clamp the sun shade to your grill, picnic table,
patio railing or anywhere that needs some cover. Folds after use
for easy storage.
CC5170 - case / 3
Assembles Dimensions: 53.7 in. H x 40 in. W x 23.25 in. D
(136.38 Cm H x 101.9 Cm W x 59.06 Cm D)
Packaging - pegging box

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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IN S E C T
REPELLERS
bug zapper s
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B

L i gh t 'e m u p

KILLS MOSQUITOS,
FLIES, GNATS & OTHER
FLYING INSECTS ON
CONTACT !

• Keep bugs away without hazardous
pesticides
• Tennis racket shape makes it easy
and fun to use
• Kills insects on contact with a low
voltage electric current getting
burned
• Unique two button safety switch
A - Game Over Handheld Bug Zapper — PBZ-35
“Game Over” message is printed on the net to warn
bugs of their impending doom! Uses two replaceable AA
batteries (not included). 18.75 in. x 7.75 in.

B - The Amazing Handheld Bug Zapper
Zap away unwelcome guests at your next cookout!
These fun rackets turn swatting pests into a game you’re
guaranteed to win! Uses two replaceable AA batteries
(not included). 18.25 in. x 6.25 in.
Open stock, yellow................................................PBZ-7
Open stock, 6 red, 3 blue, 3 green........................PBZ-7C

B

for more photos and info go to companion-group.com
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I NSEC T RE P E LLE R S P RO D U C T D E TAILS

BUG

P
P
S
E
R
A
Z
The Amazing Handheld Bug Zapper
18.25 in. x 6.25 in.
Uses 2 replaceable AA batteries (not included)
Packaging - pegging blister card

Open stock / yellow / case 12........................................................................................................................ PBZ-7
Open stock / red, blue, green / case 12 ....................................................................................................... PBZ-7C

CHECK OUT
OUR GAME OVER
PACKAGING
Game Over Handheld Bug Zapper
PBZ-35 - case / 12
18.75 in. x 7.75 in.
Uses 2 replaceable AA batteries (not included)
Packaging - pegging blister card
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dishwasher safe

video available

replacement brush head available

patent

ca-prop 65

For more information on our other brands, please contact us!
sales@ companion-group.com | 800-521-0505 | www.companion-group.com
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KitchenQue™ Stovetop Smoker — CC4132

Flame-Friendly® Ceramic Casserole Pan— CC3919

Himalayan Salt Mortar & Pestle — CC6539

Q-tech™ Bluetooth Meat Thermometer— CC4130

Whether it’s products to prepare the perfect holiday meal, or the coolest grill
gadgets for holiday gifting, Charcoal Companion® has it all!

